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Abstract

Cutaneous mechanoreceptors in our hands gather information about the objects we handle. Tactile fibers encode mixed information
about contact events and object properties. Neural coding in tactile afferents is typically studied by varying a single aspect of tactile
stimuli, avoiding the confounds of real-world haptic interactions. We instead record responses of small populations of dorsal root gan-
glia (DRG) neurons to variable tactile stimuli and find that neurons primarily respond to force, though some texture information can be
detected. Tactile nerve fibers convey information about many features of haptic interactions, including the force and speed of contact,
as well as the texture and shape of the objects being handled. How we perceive these object features is relatively unaffected by the
forces and movements we use when interacting with the object. Because signals related to contact events and object properties are
mixed in the responses of tactile fibers, our ability to disentangle these different components of our tactile experience implies that
they are demultiplexed as they propagate along the neuraxis. To understand how texture and contact mechanics are encoded to-
gether by tactile fibers, we studied the activity of multiple neurons recorded simultaneously in the cervical DRG of two anesthetized
rhesus monkeys while textured surfaces were applied to the glabrous skin of the fingers and palm using a handheld probe. A trans-
ducer at the tip of the textured probe measured contact forces as tactile stimuli were applied at different locations on the finger-pads
and palm. We examined how a sample population of DRG neurons encode force and texture and found that firing rates of individual
neurons are modulated by both force and texture. In particular, slowly adapting (SA) neurons were more responsive to force than tex-
ture, and rapidly adapting (RA) neurons were more responsive to texture than force. Although force could be decoded accurately
throughout the entire contact interval, texture signals were most salient during onset and offset phases of the contact interval.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY Cutaneous mechanoreceptors in our hands gather information about the objects we handle. Tactile
fibers encode mixed information about contact events and object properties. Neural coding in tactile afferents is typically studied
by varying a single aspect of tactile stimuli, avoiding the confounds of real-world haptic interactions. We instead record
responses of small populations of DRG neurons to variable tactile stimuli and find that neurons primarily respond to force,
though some texture information can be detected.

cutaneous; dorsal root ganglia; mechanoreceptor; nonhuman primate; sensory

INTRODUCTION

Tactile nerve fibers that innervate the glabrous skin on the
palmar surface of the hand encode information about object
interactions, such as the location of contacts with the object

and the force exerted at each point of contact. The afferent
fibers from these mechanoreceptors (“tactile afferents”) also
carry information about the objects themselves—their size,
shape, and texture. These signals are necessary for not only
identifying objects but also dexterous manipulation (1, 2) as
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evidenced by the impairments that result from the loss of
tactile sensation (3–7). Information about contact events and
objects is mixed in the responses of nerve fibers and is
extracted by downstream structures to give rise to interpret-
able tactile percepts.

Primary tactile afferents comprise two distinct classes of
neurons—rapidly adapting (RA) and slowly adapting (SA)—
that respond differently to aspects of a tactile stimulus (8).
Studies of neural coding in the nerve have typically varied only
a single aspect of the sensory stimulus, whether it be force,
speed, or texture (9–16). The overarching theme of these stud-
ies is that primary afferents (PAs) encode different stimulus
features in distinct yet overlapping ways: scanning speed (17,
18) and contact force are encoded primarily in firing rates (9,
10, 13, 15, 16), whereas texture is encoded in the spatial distribu-
tion of the activated fibers (11, 12, 14, 19, 20), and in precisely
timed spiking sequences (21). When multiple aspects of tactile
stimuli vary at the same time, these different neural codes
allow for information to bemultiplexed in the responses of sin-
gle neuron and populations of neurons. For example, the
strength and frequency composition of vibratory stimuli are
encoded in firing rates and temporal patterning, respectively
(22). Sometimes, the same neural code can carry information
about multiple aspects of a tactile stimulus. For example, shear
force direction and object curvatures are encoded in the la-
tency of the first action potential in a sensory response (23, 24).

The objective of the present study was to further investi-
gate themultiplexing of tactile information in the spiking ac-
tivity of simultaneously recorded RA and SA afferent
neurons. To this end, we varied the scanning speed, contact
force, and texture of the stimuli applied to the skin and
assessed whether we could decode the force and the texture
from the spiking activity of PA neurons recorded simultane-
ously with penetrating microelectrode arrays in the cervical
dorsal root ganglia (DRG) of anesthetized Rhesus monkeys
(25, 26). Sensory nerves from the arm converge at the DRG,
which provides a focal point for accessing these signals. The
DRG offers the additional advantage that, while the periph-
eral nerve includes both motor and sensory nerve fibers, the
DRG contains only sensory neurons. In the present study,
we examine how different aspects of a tactile event are
encoded in the responses of a population of DRG neurons.
Specifically, we record the activity evoked in tactile afferents
when we manually apply textured surfaces to the skin at dif-
ferent speeds and contact forces. We then assess the degree
to which we can read out information about time-varying
contact force and about texture from these neural signals.

METHODS
Two adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) (mon-

key M, 14-yr-old; monkey B, 10-yr-old) were used in this
study. All procedures were approved by the University of
Pittsburgh Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) and are in keeping with the guidelines of the
National Institutes of Health for the care and use of labora-
tory animals.

Surgery

Experiments were conducted under general anesthesia.
Anesthesia was induced using ketamine and maintained

with isoflurane for the duration of the surgery. With the
monkey lying in a prone position and head elevated, lami-
nectomies on C6, C7, and C8 were done to expose the spinal
cord, spinal nerve roots, and DRG in the caudal cervical
spine on the right side. Three 4 � 8 penetrating microelec-
trode Blackrock “Utah” arrays (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt
Lake City, UT) were implanted into the C6, C7, and C8 DRG
in monkey M, and two Modular Bionics probes (Modular
Bionics Inc., Berkeley, CA) were implanted into the C7 and
C8 DRGs of monkey B (Fig. 1A). Each Modular Bionics probe
consisted of four separate shanks with eight electrodes on
each shank. The animals used in this study had reached the
end of their participation in other research projects, so this
was a terminal procedure. We studied anesthetized monkeys
because to our knowledge, no system currently exists to per-
form chronicmultielectrode recordings of individual-neuron
action potentials from the DRG of awake and behaving
Rhesusmonkeys.

Neural Recordings

Neural recordings were conducted with a Ripple Grapevine
Neural Interface Processor (Ripple Neuron, Salt Lake City,
UT) and recorded continuously at 30kHz. The raw neural sig-
nals were bandpass filtered at 250–7,500Hz and candidate
action potentials were saved for offline sorting by setting a
threshold at four times the root-mean-square (RMS) value of
the baseline activity on each channel. Individual neural wave-
forms from well-isolated units were detected using Offline
Sorter software (Plexon, Inc., Dallas, TX). Raw spike times
were aligned with force traces for analysis.

Force and Velocity Measurements

Force signals were recorded as analog inputs (30kHz) on
the Grapevine system so that they were synchronized to neu-
ral events and low-pass-filtered with a cutoff frequency of
150Hz. Themagnitude of the forces parallel with the skin was
combined into a scalar shear force measurement. The motion
of the force probe was measured with an optical motion cap-
ture system at 120Hz (V120:Trio, NaturalPoint, Inc., Corvallis,
OR), synchronized digitally with the Grapevine system.

Unit Identification

Receptive fields (RFs) of units across the arrays were
mapped via manual palpation of various regions of the ani-
mal’s arm and hand. Each tactile afferent was labeled as rap-
idly adapting (RA) or slowly adapting (SA) based on its
response to brushes and indentations with a cotton swab
during the experiment (27). These labels were additionally
verified using the firing rate profiles of the trial-averaged
neural activity. Units that responded to joint motion move-
ment of the joints but not tactile stimulation were labeled as
proprioceptive units and not considered further.

Stimuli

After units had been mapped, a cutaneous region with the
highest density of mapped RFs was selected as the target for
tactile stimulation (Fig. 2, A and B). A force transducer was
attached to a handheld probe with a magnetic attachment
for different textured surfaces (Fig. 1B). Natural textures (sili-
cone, cotton, sandpaper) were attached to a 3D-printed half
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cylinder. Synthetic surfaces were also used. They were 3D-
printed half cylinders with a series of evenly spaced raised
dots (diameter=0.75mm, height= 1mm, spacing=2, 3, and
4mm). Five textures were used in monkey M (silicone, cot-
ton, sandpaper, 2- and 4-mm spaced dots), and seven tex-
tures were used inmonkey B (silicone, cotton, sandpaper, no
dots, 2-, 3-, and 4-mm spaced dots). To perform the experi-
ment, a region of the glabrous skin containing the RFs of
many of the units across the electrode arrays was identified—
the thenar pad for monkey M and the fourth digit for monkey
B (region indicated by the dashed red box in Fig. 2, A and B).
The force transducer with attached texture was brushed by
the experimenter back and forth over this region of the skin at
1-s intervals with varying force. The application of each tex-
ture was recorded continuously in two blocks, with 25–35 tri-
als of contact with a texture per block, each �1 s in duration.
Force traces were segmented into individual trials for each
contact and temporally aligned on the peak normal force (Fig.
2, C andD). Sixty trials for each texture were segmented in the
thenar pad of monkey M, and fifty trials per texture were seg-
mented inmonkey B for data analysis.

Rate-Based Encoding of Force

Each trial consisted of a sweep of a texture across the
hand (Fig. 4, B and C). Instantaneous firing rates were esti-
mated by binning spikes into 10-ms bins and smoothing
with a Gaussian kernel with a width of 20ms (Fig. 4A).
Linear regression models were used to estimate the relation-
ship between contact force and firing rate for both individual
neurons and the population of neurons in the recordings.

We created these regression models by fitting a linear rela-
tionship between neural activity and force using the equa-
tion F = bN 1 �, where F is a matrix of the normal and shear
force at each time point, with one column per time point,
and N is a matrix of neural firing rates at each time point
(one column per time point). The model was fitted by esti-
mating a matrix of coefficients b (two coefficients per neu-
ron: one for shear force and one for normal force), and
constants � (one for shear force and one for normal force). To
test the generalizability of a linear model for force across tex-
tures, a leave-one-texture-out approach was used. In this
approach, the linear model was fitted to the firing rates and
forces of all trials for all textures except one, then tested by
using the firing rates from the held-out texture to predict the
corresponding force. Comparisons were made to evaluate
how well this predicted force matched the actual force.

Rate-Based Encoding of Texture

We used a classification procedure to quantify how much
information about texture was present in neural activity. We
were specifically interested in signals carried by individual
neurons, by all neurons, and by neurons of each submodality
(SA vs. RA). Tomeasure the texture information in neural ac-
tivity, we built multinomial logistic regressionmodels (28) to
model the relationship between neural activity and texture,
then used these models to predict texture from neural activ-
ity for each type of neural signal. The higher the model’s ac-
curacy, the more texture information is present in the neural
activity. To build these models, neuronal responses were
binned into 10-ms bins. Each model performed a

Figure 1. Experimental setup. A: three 4 � 8-electrode Blackrock arrays (photograph) were implanted into the C6, C7, and C8 dorsal root ganglia (DRG)
ofmonkey M, and four 8-contact Modular Bionics probes (not pictured) were implanted in the C7 and C8 DRG ofmonkey B. B: seven textures were used
as tactile stimuli: three natural textures (sandpaper, cotton, and silicone) and four synthetic textures (evenly spaced raised dots). The colored dots next
to the name of each texture are the color that will be used to represent that texture in all of the figures. C: each texture was attached to a force probe
containing motion trackingmarkers and a force transducer. The force probe was brushed over different regions of the finger-pads and palm while neural
responses were recorded. Fx, shear force in direction of stimulus movement; Fy, shear force orthogonal to stimulus movement; Fz, normal force.
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classification at each time bin to assess the evolution of the
texture signal over time. To train the model, the vector of
neural activity across the population (or, for individual neu-
rons, the scalar firing rate) was labeled with the correspond-
ing texture and the model parameters were fit by finding the
parameter values that would best reconstruct the texture
labels. A leave-one-out cross-validation scheme was used, so
that the classifiers were trained on all but one trial for each
texture, then tested on the set of held-out trials. To test the
decoding accuracy of the model, we classified texture from
the neural activity on the held-out trials. The logistic regres-
sion models approximated the probability distribution
across all textures from neural activity at each 10-ms time

bin. The accuracy of the decoder, and thus the strength of
the texture information present in the neural signal, was
reported as the model’s probability assigned to the true tex-
ture given the observed firing rates. These decoder accura-
cies are shown in Fig. 6.

Contact-Phase Variations in Texture Encoding

The normal and shear force profiles were segmented into
three 50-ms epochs, representing sequential phases of the
contact event corresponding to the onset, peak, and offset of
the normal or shear force. The middle of the onset epoch
was found by finding the time of the maximum rate of

Figure 2. Receptive fields of individual units were identified through manual palpation of the monkey’s arm and hand. Unit identification for the hand
regions inmonkey M (A) and inmonkey B (B). The dashed red boxes indicate the location of where the tactile stimuli were applied. C: rasters and force
traces for 60 applications of each of three textures in monkey M. D: 50 applications for monkey B. Time=0 is the peak of the normal force. RA, rapidly
adapting neuron; SA, slowly adapting neuron.
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increase in force (i.e., maximum of the first derivative of the
force with respect to time). Similarly, the middle of the offset
epoch was identified as the time of maximum rate of
decrease in force, and the peak was identified as the time at
which the derivative of force with respect to time was zero.
Average firing rates were measured in each 50-ms epoch. A
logistic regression classifier was trained on each epoch sepa-
rately to measure texture information encoded in the aver-
age firing rates in each epoch. To demultiplex force and
texture, a logistic regression was then trained on the onset
and offset epochs combined. These classifiers were trained
with the same leave-one-set-out approach as described in
the Rate-Based Encoding of Texture section.

Temporal Encoding of Texture

To assess the degree to which PAs covaried in their
responses, we computed the cross-correlation functions for
pairwise combinations of the instantaneous firing rates for ev-
ery pair or neurons across two textures (synthetic 2 and syn-
thetic 4). To mitigate the effects of variations in contact force
on the texture-specific response of neurons and thus highlight
the temporal pattern, we computed cross-correlations on a set
of force-matched trials. To establish the role of temporal pat-
terning across neurons in texture encoding, we repeated the
classification analysis, but this time based not only on firing
rates but also on joint firing rates for every pairwise combina-
tion of neurons. The joint firing rate is the product of the in-
stantaneous firing rates of a pair of neurons in each 10-ms
bin, which emphasizes responses that covary. As a control for
the contribution of timing, we repeated the classification
analysis after shuffling the time bins on each trial. We rea-
soned that if information about texture was present in the
joint activity of neurons, then by including pairwise correla-
tions as an additional neural signal, classification accuracy
should improve.

RESULTS
We recorded simultaneously from small groups of primary

afferent neurons in the DRG of two anesthetized Rhesus
monkeys. In monkey M, 55 neurons were identified across
the three arrays. In monkey B, 18 cutaneous neurons with
RFs on the palmar surface of the hand were identified.
Although we did not thoroughly explore the units with RFs
in other parts of the limb in monkey B, we found approxi-
mately 12 additional units that were proprioceptive or were
cutaneous with RFs on the arm.

We limited delivery of the tactile stimuli to the RF loca-
tions of well-isolated units (Supplemental Fig. 1; see https://
figshare.com/s/0c26c98965d8ab61063a, 0% of interspike
intervals< 1ms) on the glabrous skin of the hand. Our
analysis focused on eight neurons in monkey M that inner-
vated the palm, and nine neurons in monkey B that inner-
vated the fourth finger. Five of the eight neurons in
monkey M were classified as RA, and the other three were
classified as SA. Five out of nine neurons in monkey B were
determined to be RA, and the remaining four were SA.
Textured surfaces were brushed across the thenar pad of
monkey M and the fourth finger (D4) of monkey B (Fig. 2, A
and B). The normal and shear forces measured during

application of the tactile stimulus as well as the responses
of each neuron are shown for a subset of the textures in
Fig. 2, C and D.

Interactive Effects of Force and Texture

We first examined how the skin responded to our stimuli.
Over the course of a tactile stimulus, skin deformations
reflect both contact force and texture, and these stimulus
features are unlikely to be independent. We determined if
differences in texture influence the relationship between
shear and normal force. To do this, we examined how the
covariation between shear and normal forces varied with the
texture. The average force traces for two textures, synthetic 4
and sandpaper, are shown in Fig. 3, A and B. The normal
forces were similar for different textures (top) but the shear
forces (bottom) were more texture-dependent. This phenom-
enon was observed across all textures (Fig. 3, C and D). As
might be expected, smoother textures such as synthetic
smooth and synthetic 2 exhibited smaller shear forces than
rougher textures such as sandpaper. Importantly, the fact
that shear force depends on both normal force and texture
creates a challenge for the nervous system to separately
encode these aspects of tactile stimuli.

Force Encoding

Figure 4 shows the trial-averaged firing rates of a repre-
sentative RA and SA neuron to two textures (Fig. 4A), as well
as trial-averaged normal (Fig. 4B) and shear force (Fig. 4C)
profiles. Comparing the forces on the skin elicited by two
textures (synthetic 4 and sandpaper), normal force is more
similar than shear force. The peak normal force differs by 7%
between synthetic 4 higher and sandpaper, but peak shear
force for synthetic 4 is 18% lower than the peak shear force
for sandpaper. Examining neural responses, peak SA activity
was 50% greater for synthetic 4 than for sandpaper, but peak
RA activity was more similar between the two textures (12%
greater for synthetic 4 than for sandpaper). Furthermore, the
SA neuron responds over the entire duration of stimulus
application (Fig. 4A, top), reaching its peak within 10ms of
the normal force. In contrast, the RA neuron responds maxi-
mally 70–100 ms after the peak normal force, which coin-
cides with the time interval during which the normal and
shear forces are decreasing (Fig. 4A, bottom). Taken together,
these results show that neurons respond to variations in
force and textures in different ways, and that SA and RA neu-
rons respond during different phases of the contact interval.

A function achieved by touch receptors is to accurately
relay information about object properties such as texture de-
spite variability in contact forces. To understand how this
might be achieved, we began by assessing the degree to
which these neuronal populations conveyed information
about applied force. Because texture influences the relation-
ship between normal and shear force, we determined
whether the relationship between contact force and firing
rate generalized across textures. To do so, we fitted a linear
model to the forces and firing rates of all textures except for
one, and then used this model to decode normal and shear
force from neural activity on the held-out texture. Force
traces decoded from the entire population of neurons for
two textures are shown in Fig. 5, A and B. Overall, the neural
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population provided better force predictions (monkey M
adjusted R2 for normal force=0.35, shear=0.47; monkey B
adjusted R2 for normal force=0.67, shear=0.69) than did
single neurons (median adjusted R2 for both monkeys for
normal and shear force=0.2), suggesting that the population
firing rate of neurons encodes force magnitude, as has been
shown previously (9, 10, 15, 16). Interestingly, although the
neural population provided for accurate predictions of the
normal and shear forces during the onset and offset of con-
tact, the model systematically underestimated peak force.
One explanation for this is that the model is biased toward
lower forces because the peak force tends to bemore variable
across trials and account for only a small fraction of the trial
duration, whereas force levels during onset and offset of the
tactile stimuli are lower in magnitude but are a larger frac-
tion of the trial duration. Because lower force levels are more
frequent in the data and force levels are more variable at
peak, the model is more likely to underestimate the actual
force, particularly when the neural activity is also encoding

other aspects of the tactile stimulus. An alternate explana-
tion is that RA afferents exhibit their peak firing rate during
the onset and offset of the stimulus, resulting in underesti-
mation of force at the peak and slight overestimation of force
during stimulus onset (Fig. 5, A and B). Regardless, a popula-
tion firing rate codes for both normal and shear force gener-
alized well across textures (Fig. 5C).

We further compared the relative contributions of SA and
RA neurons in predicting contact-force from the ensemble
firing rates of neurons grouped by submodality. Within the
sample of neurons in each monkey, SA neurons outper-
formed RA neurons at decoding the time-varying normal
and shear forces (P < 0.001, Mann–Whitney U-test with
Bonferroni correction). Moreover, force decoding accuracy
for SA neurons (monkey M adjusted R2 for normal force=
0.32, shear=0.44; monkey B normal=0.67, shear =0.68), but
not RA neurons (monkey M adjusted R2 for normal
force=0.10, shear =0.10; monkey B normal=0.44, shear=
0.45), was as good as the entire population of neurons

Figure 3. Normal and shear forces vary
with texture. Normal and shear force of the
skin for two textures in monkey M (A) and
in monkey B (B). The relationship between
the normal force (measured at its peak)
and shear force depends on texture. C:
shows all such relationships for each tex-
ture formonkey M and (D) formonkey B.
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(average difference between adjusted R2 for SA neurons only
and all neurons for both forces =0.01±0.01, between RA and
all =0.27±0.05). Note that although the force decoding accu-
racy of neurons in monkey M was lower than in monkey B,
monkey M had a lower proportion of SA neurons (3 out of 8)
thanmonkey B (4 out of 9). Taken together, these results sug-
gest that SA afferents encode more force information than
RA afferents.

Texture Encoding

Next, we examined the degree to which neuronal
responses carry information about texture across time-vary-
ing levels of contact force. To this end, we trained a multino-
mial logistic regression classifier to identify the applied
texture from the instantaneous firing rate at each time point
over the contact interval. For this analysis, we restricted the
texture classification to the set of five textures (synthetic 2,
synthetic 4, sandpaper, cotton, silicone) that was used in
bothmonkeys.

The five-class texture classification accuracy of the popu-
lation instantaneous firing rate at each time point over the
contact interval are shown in Fig. 6, A and B. Instantaneous
classification accuracies begin at chance level at the start of
contact and increase to peak levels (all neurons, monkey
M=0.25; monkey B=0.37; chance=0.2) before and after the
midpoint of the stimulus delivery window, which corre-
sponds to the peak in normal force. As the contact interval

ends, texture classification accuracies return to chance lev-
els. In addition, although SA afferents appeared to provide
the dominant contribution to force encoding (Fig. 5C), RA
afferents provided the strongest contribution to texture-clas-
sification [peak accuracy formonkey M=0.23 (RA-only), 0.24
(all);monkey B=0.32 (RA-only), 0.37 (all)].

Because shear force varies across textures (Fig. 3), and
neurons encode shear force through population firing rates
(Fig. 5), correlations between contact force and neural activ-
ity may be sufficient to explain the time-varying texture-
classification profiles shown in Fig. 6, A and B. To determine
if this was the case, we attempted to classify the five textures
based on the ratio of shear to normal force, which yielded a
texture-classification accuracy of 0.24 for both monkeys (vs.
neural accuracy of 0.25 for monkey M, 0.37 for monkey B).
The similarity in texture classification accuracy between
contact force and neural activity suggests that force signals
may dominate the neural response across the range of forces
and textures represented in these data. This indicates that
the texture-specific information conveyed by this small pop-
ulation of neurons was relatively weak and likely con-
founded by variations in force.

Another possibility as to why neurons in our population
encode contact force across textures but not texture across
variable forces is that neurons receive texture information
entirely through normal and shear forces on the skin. If this
is the case, then we would expect that neural activity would
fail to discriminate between textures when force conditions
are matched. Conversely, if texture discrimination accuracy
in the force-matched condition is above chance, then we can
conclude that the neural signals convey information for
identifying textures.

To test these possibilities, we analyzed the responses
evoked by two textures for which the normal and shear force
relationship was similar. The following pairs of textures were
selected based on the high degree of overlap exhibited in the
relationship between normal and shear force shown in Fig.
3, C andD: synthetic 4 and cotton inmonkeyM, and synthetic
2 and silicone in monkey B. Using these paired textures, we
first trained a binomial logistic regression classifier to pre-
dict texture using the relationship between shear and normal
force (as described above). This established a baseline of how
much texture information could be extracted if neurons
were purely encoding normal force and shear force. This
baseline accuracy is represented by the red dotted line in
Fig. 6B (monkey M = 0.47,monkey B = 0.6). If texture classifi-
cation with neural activity exceeds this baseline accuracy,
then neurons encode texture information separately from
force information. Thus, we trained a binary logistic regres-
sion classifier to classify the texture from the firing rates
of all neurons, RA neurons only, and SA neurons only. With
force-matching, binomial texture classification accuracy
improved (monkey M peak accuracy=0.63, baseline= 0.47;
monkey B=0.88, baseline=0.6), suggesting that neural
responses carry a texture signal that is independent of
normal and shear force signals (Fig. 6B). Interestingly,
the peak in texture-classification accuracy for RA neu-
rons (peak accuracy: monkey M = 0.6; monkey B = 0.78)
occurred during the offset phase of the contact-interval
(Fig. 6B; monkey M = 0.07 s and monkey B = 0.06 s after
peak normal force), whereas the peak in classification

Figure 4. Firing rate during stimulus contact. A: the responses of a repre-
sentative slowly adapting (SA) neuron (top) and rapidly adapting (RA) neu-
ron (bottom) frommonkey B. Trial-averaged normal and (B) shear force for
the two textures, sandpaper, and synthetic 4 (C). The vertical dashed line
at Time=0 indicates the peak of the normal force.
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accuracy for SA neurons (monkey M = 0.56; monkey
B = 0.7) occurred during the the onset phase of the normal
force (0.04 s before peak normal force for both monkeys).
Taken together, these results show that texture-specific

signals can be isolated when contact forces are similar,
and that RA and SA neurons encode texture information
at different timepoints over the duration of the contact
interval.

Figure 5. Estimating forces from neural activity. Actual force traces compared with forces estimated using a linear model for synthetic 4 (A) and sandpaper from all
neurons [five rapidly adapting (RA), four slowly adapting (SA)] inmonkey B (B).C: estimates of normal (top) and shear (bottom) force fromneural activity. Four estima-
tions were performed, using different neural signals: individual neurons (yellow dots), all RA neurons, all SA neurons, and all neurons together. �Significantly differ-
ent decoding performance, P< 0.05, Mann—WhitneyU test.

Figure 6. Texture decoding from neural
activity. A: average texture classification
accuracy over time for rapidly adapting
(RA), slowly adapting (SA), and all neurons
across five textures for monkey M (left)
and monkey B (right). All trials were used,
and thus a wide range of contact forces.
B: texture decoding for two textures that
have similar normal and shear force pro-
files for monkey M (left) and monkey B
(right). Time =0 is the peak of the normal
force. The dashed red lines represent the
baseline texture classification accuracy
using only the relationship between the
shear and normal force.
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Decoding Texture across Variable Forces

Although the texture signals are confounded by variations
in contact force, the strongest texture signals appear during
the rising and falling phases of the contact force (Fig. 6),
which may represent particularly opportune time intervals
for extracting texture signals, demultiplexing them from
force signals.

Given that the texture signal is strongly confounded by
force, we next attempted to identify whether texture infor-
mation could be demultiplexed from the firing rates of the
small sample of neurons at all. Based on the peaks in texture
classification accuracy for RA and SA neurons in Fig. 6, C
and D, we examined whether we could discriminate texture
across variable normal and shear forces by focusing on spe-
cific phases of the contact interval. To do so, we computed
the average firing rate in 50-ms windows centered on the
onset, peak, and offset of the shear and normal forces. Using
a logistic regression classifier, we predicted texture from the
average firing rate in each of these epochs for the same five
textures used in the Texture Encoding section. We found that
the firing rates of both individual neurons and the entire
population of neurons during the offset times of shear force
were significantly more informative about texture than were
the responses during peak force application (mixed ANOVA
with Tukey multiple comparisons post hoc test, P = 0.001),
but this relationship was not observed when response
epochs were identified from the onset, peak, and offset of
the normal force (Fig. 7, A and B). Based on these findings,
we attempted to classify texture using the neural activity
during onset and offset of the shear force. This resulted in
better texture classification accuracy (monkey M: RA=0.5,
SA=0.32, all =0.32; monkey B: RA=0.57, SA=0.73, all =0.83;
chance=0.2), even across all textures and forces (Fig. 7, C
and D). Thus, for this small set of neurons, signals at force
onset and offset are more informative about texture than are
those at peak force.

Temporal Encoding of Texture

As temporal spiking patterns in tactile nerve fibers—on
the order of milliseconds—have been shown to carry in-
formation about texture (20), we assessed whether we
could improve texture classification performance by tak-
ing spike timing into account. In particular, we assessed
spike timing codes that involve the joint firing of pairs of
neurons.

First, we examined whether neuronal responses under our
stimulus conditions exhibited temporal patterning, as had
been previously shown under tightly controlled stimulus
presentations (11, 20, 21, 29). To do so, we computed the
cross-correlation between the (time-varying) responses of
pairs of neurons to each of two textures. For this analysis, we
used two periodic textures, synthetic 2 (2-mm spaced dots)
and synthetic 4 (4-mm spaced dots), because these are likely
to evoke easily discernible periodic responses. We found that
for both SA and RA neurons, the cross-correlation exhibited
a peak at zero lags (Fig. 8, A and C). Note that the periodicity
of the textures is not observed in the cross-correlations pre-
sumably because the scanning speed was not constant over
the trial. Nonetheless, the cross-correlation analysis suggests

that individual neurons produced responses that covaried in
time with neighboring neurons.

Next, we assessed whether this temporal patterning con-
tained texture information and could thus be used to
improve texture classification performance. To do so, we
computed a joint firing rate for each pair of neurons by tak-
ing the product of their firing rates in 10-ms bins over each
trial. Joint firing rates amplify coincident neural activity and
thus enhance any temporal patterning in the response that
is common across neurons. As expected from the cross-cor-
relation analysis, we found that including joint firing rates in
the classification analysis improved performance compared
with when only individual-neuron firing rates were used
(62% vs. 51% for monkey M and and 93% vs. 72% for monkey
B; Fig. 8,D and E). Thus, temporal patterning across neurons
contains information that can contribute to texture identifi-
cation, even under stimulation conditions that vary.

DISCUSSION
During everyday manual interactions with objects, explor-

atory parameters—contact force, location, and scanning
speed—vary constantly. Despite changes in these parame-
ters, we can still extract the stable features of the objects we
interact with—their shape, size, texture, and weight. How is
it that information about object features can be extracted in-
dependently from information about contact mechanics? To
help understand this remarkable processing, we examined
how small populations of cutaneous afferent neurons encode
contact parameters and object features. Specifically, we
asked whether contact force and surface textures can be
extracted from the activity of a small population of DRG neu-
rons when the contact force and contact speed varied.

Force Encoding

Although shear force was more dependent on variations
in texture than was the normal force, both could be decoded
accurately from population neuronal firing rates of periph-
eral afferents (PAs) using a simple linear regression model
(Fig. 5). The monotonic relationship between force and firing
rate is consistent with previous studies, showing that firing
rate increases systematically with indentation depth (15, 30,
31) and, more generally, with stimulus amplitude, regardless
of the stimulus type (sinusoidal vibrations, mechanical
noise, etc.) (13). Previous studies have shown that RA neu-
rons are more sensitive to transient changes in contact force,
whereas SA neurons, at a first approximation, track time-
varying force levels (10, 16) as well as the direction of shear
forces (32). In agreement with these studies, we found that
SA neurons were better predictors of both normal and shear
force, but the time-varying force could be reconstructed
fairly accurately from the combined firing rates of RA and
SA neurons.

Texture Encoding

The large neural signal of force suggests that when object-
contact forces are varying, extracting texture information
from the instantaneous firing rate of neurons is difficult.
Other studies have shown that spike timing carries impor-
tant information about the vibrations in the skin elicited by
surface characteristics of a stimulus (21, 22). We found some
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evidence that temporal patterning in terms of synchronicity
between pairs of neurons contained information about tex-
ture (Fig. 8). However, the role of temporal codes in texture
encoding needs to be further studied because temporal pat-
terning in our small population of neurons can be obscured
by fluctuations in speed and temporal variations in the
region of the tactile stimuli contacting the skin. In addition,
these variations are more easily accounted for in large popu-
lations of neurons wheremany of the neurons exhibit similar
texture-specific temporal responses. Therefore, perhaps in
part as a result of a small number of neurons and the tempo-
ral information in our recordings, our ability to decode tex-
ture-specific features from the neuronal signals was
relatively poor. Such variations in force, scanning speed, and
texture are also present during naturally occurring object
manipulations. Nonetheless, we were able to decode texture
when normal and shear forces werematched across textures,
indicating that PAs do convey information about texture.
Previous studies have shown that RAs encode detailed tex-
ture information (29, 33, 34), whereas SAs encode coarse
stimulus features (34). Our results agreed with these studies,
with RAs encoding texture information at the onset and

offset of the contact interval, whereas SAs encode texture in-
formation best at the peak of the contact force (Fig. 7).
However, this information is confounded by force. Texture
signals were strongest during shear force transients, consist-
ent with studies showing that people increase the shear
forces they apply to objects during tactile exploration (30).
Similarly, studies in rodent whisking have found that
mechanoreceptors also respond strongly to shear deforma-
tions, and that information about object properties is most
salient in small temporal windows around object contact (35,
36). Thus, shear force modulation appears to be a crucial as-
pect of tactile perception. More specifically, previous studies
have shown that mechanical deformations resulting from vi-
bratory stimuli propagate throughout the skin in object-spe-
cific ways (37). Combined, these studies suggest that the
interaction between shear forces and texture deforms the
skin by inducing vibrations that depend upon contact
mechanics, object surface characteristics, and the mechani-
cal properties of skin (38). Since cutaneous RA afferents have
been shown to respond primarily to vibratory stimuli (39–
41), and transient, impulse-like stimuli best enable vibra-
tions to propagate through the skin without damping, it is

Figure 7. Texture classification from neu-
ral response epochs. Texture classifica-
tion accuracy using neural activity in a 50-
ms window around the onset only, peak
only, offset only, or onset and offset of
normal force (A) and shear force (B) by
afferent type. C: confusion matrices for
texture classification using average firing
rates in 50-ms windows centered around
the onset and offset of shear force across
the entire range of forces and five textures.
�Significantly different texture classification
accuracy, mixed ANOVA, P < 0.05, RA,
rapidly adapting neurons; SA, slowly adapt-
ing neurons.
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perhaps unsurprising that texture discrimination is best at
transients of shear force. Given the small number of neurons
and variable nature of the tactile stimuli in the experiments
presented here, however, the responses of RA afferents to
transients in shear force warrants further study.

In general, although texture classification accuracy in our
study was far below human performance levels (42), the
results reported here were obtained with only a small sample
of neurons.We presume that performancewould increase sub-
stantially with larger numbers of neurons. Although taking
temporal patterns in the spiking response that were common
across neurons improved texture classification, we anticipate
that the boost in performance would be enhanced when tem-
poral patterns are shared across a larger PA population.

Conclusion

Across all sensory modalities, the nervous system faces the
challenge of extracting information from a highly variable,
multi-factored stimulus. In the skin, populations of PAs com-
bine information about exploratory parameters and about
various features of contacted objects. This mixing occurs at
the single-cell level, as the responses of most PAs depend on
both texture and force information. Here, we showed that

force information can be extracted reliably from the responses
of a small population of PAs, and that SA fibers are more in-
formative about force than are RA fibers. In contrast, informa-
tion about texture occupies a high-dimensional perceptual
space (43) and could not be determined unambiguously from
the responses of our small population of PAs when force is
also varying. Our results suggest that texture signals are most
prominent when shear force is changing, perhaps due to the
increased RA response during these epochs, and are carried
in part in temporal spiking patterns common across neurons.
We propose that demultiplexing texture signals from contact
mechanics requires the implementation of sophisticated com-
putations (44) on the responses of a larger population of nerve
fibers. Whatever the mechanism for extracting texture infor-
mation in the face of real-world changing forces might be, the
present results highlight the challenge the nervous system
faces in extracting texture signals in the somatosensory
nerves during natural texture exploration.
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